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FINAL MINUTES OF THE SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
 

MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 27TH OCTOBER 2016 
AT 15:30 IN MG26 MYDDELTON STREET BUILDING 

 
Minutes 

 
Members  
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Peter Ainsworth (PA)          

Susan Ayers (SA)          

Nikki Botting (NB)          

David Crabb (DC) A         

Nick Drey (ND)          

Jill Francis (JF)          

Chris Hull (CH)          

Christine McCourt (CM)          

Alan Simpson (AS)          

Neil Wrankmore (NW)          

Secretary          
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PART ONE PRELIMINARY ITEMS 
1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

 
Apologies were received from David Crabb. 
 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
The minutes from the meeting of 28th July were approved. 
 

3. MATTERS ARISING 
 
The rolling actions list was reviewed and updated 
 
It was noted that with changes in staff some actions would need to be carried over or 
reassigned. 
 

PART TWO STANDING ITEMS 
4. CHAIR’S COMMUNICATION 
(a) Research Centre and staff affiliation. 

 
Following the review of Research Centres last year and a presentation by JF at the School 
all staff meeting in June, it was felt necessary to re-present the revised structure at the next 
all staff meeting on 1st November with the primary purpose of asking staff to update their 
affiliation.  This would give a current picture of where staff see their research and also help 
update e-mail lists.  It was pointed out that this was important for supervisors of Masters 
students as well 
 
The request and responses to be coordinated through the secretary. 
 

(b) CRO Report July 2016 and possible actions. 
 
The committee were not convinced that staff knew about the 1st April 2016 deadline after 
which papers needed to be available open access within 3 months of the publication date.  
The committee also discussed issues with CRO such as multiple entries because of 
advanced on-line publication; technical issues uploading papers to CRO and CRO not 
acknowledging some published papers necessitating manual entries. 
 
CH will e-mail all staff about the need to upload to CRO within 3 months.  Technical 
advice can be obtained by e-mailing publications@city.ac.uk  
 

(c) Website Updates. 
 
The Chair confirmed 2 ways to upload changes to the website. 

1) Send tracked changes, documents and words to the web contents team to be 
uploaded. 

2) Larger items will need to be registered as a project to be adequately resourced. 

CH will contact / request a project through Jack. 
 
 

mailto:publications@city.ac.uk
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(d) HEIF Funding 
 
Chair spoke about HEIF funding for the coming year. The university gets two million a year 
in HEIF funding, majority of this goes on the business development managers in the 
schools. 
This year there is three hundred thousand left with 7 schools able to bid (5 schools, 
Academic Services and Enterprise). 
SHS has put in a bid for one hundred and twenty thousand, bids are in the process of 
scoring. 
 

(e) University Research and Enterprise Committee 
 
Deferred  
 

(f) University ARQM Report 
 
The report was withdrawn from the October Senate meeting because of data errors and is 
in the process of being updated and before it is resubmitted. 
 

(g) School Strategic Plan 
 
Chair outlined to committee that there is a draft Strategic Plan which has not been signed 
off yet. There are ambitious targets around research income in the draft plans.  
Additional information will be circulated when it becomes available. 
 

(h) Communications of Research Matters to SHS Staff 
 
Chair asked committee for thoughts and advice on what communication paths work / do not 
work.  It was noted that it may be more useful to add communication of research matters to 
the Deans newsletter as opposed to creating a new newsletter. 
 
CH felt that if required a newsletter communicating research to all staff could be obtained. 
 
The group discussed the format of the Dean’s newsletter and how it could possibly be 
improved to highlight Research news. 
 
CH to consider possible avenues of communication with Exec 
 

(i) Impact Champions in each Research Centre 
 
Research Centre Leads asked for impact champions in each area 
 

(j) Research Seminar Leads in each Research Centre 
 
Chair queried with Centre Leads if they had tasked staff within the Centre to head up the 
research seminars.  This had happened in some Centres but not others.  A potential 
problem is that well-known speakers are more likely to be attracted by a senior member of 
staff.  The Chair highlighted that this would be an opportunity for staff development, 
provided the coordinators worked with senior staff. 
 
All Centre Leads to feedback with their nominations for their Centre Seminar 
Coordinators to CH. 
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(k) Announcement of PhD awards – email from ADR 
 
The Committee reviewed the wording of the e-mail that had been agreed by the Dean.  It is 
to be used for all students who receive minor amendments (6 months or less) or better at 
the PhD viva. 
 

5. RESEARCH CENTRE UPDATES 
  

JF – reported that she met with all the group leads and discussed that there is no need to 
have the same group structure within the teams. She is finding that the general level of staff 
engagement challenging for meeting attendance. Papers and grant applications are also 
noted. 
 
NB – has submitted papers and grants and has in place the whole year’s seminars where 
each research Centre is represented. Has seen everyone regarding research mentoring; a 
third of people have a mentor, a third of people don’t have a mentor and a third of people 
don’t have a mentor but would like one. No formal matching has taken place but is being 
looked into.  There is a showcase event on the 30th November and 50 tickets have been 
sold. Aiming to sell 100 tickets. 
 
SA – reported that Chris McCourt has 2 grants from NIHR. The positive birth conference in 
July went very well and made a profit. The team have three PhD studentships: one is RSF 
funded and two match funded (one is with NCT which is the second consecutive year and 
one with Which? Birth Place). Alex Thornton has left. Susan is currently conducting a 
review of the Centre strategy to be brought to the next meeting. 
 
AS – Reported that research grant applications are currently in review. There has been a 
period of transition due to losing key staff and there is uncertainty about the next steps 
within the small team.  It needs to be reviewed on how the team works as well as 
recruitment of the new team members. 
 

6. Ethics Committee Update 
 
ND informed that the Ethics Deputy Chair has changed to Martin Cartwright. 
ND highlighted that there is a move by the Central Research Office to harmonise how 
research ethics and proportional review are monitored across the University. Until this is 
finalised it is difficult to proceed with the proportional review within the School.  
There is a need for further guidance within the school for Optometry, LCS, Maternal and 
Child Health (those which are currently running proportionate review). The chair of SREC is 
looking at review system for Health Services Research and Nursing which will include the 
Centre for Mental Health Research. 
Proportionate review across all Centres will not be launched until review criteria has been 
agreed. 
Senate ethics committee has agreed upon a proportionate review form which will be used 
across the University. 
 

7. Research Programme Update 
 
CM highlighted that the Annual programme evaluation and period review one year on 
report contained parallel content.  Research students who teach is being looked at by the 
Research Degrees Committee, Graduate School and the Senate.  
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Health and Safety / Risk assessments around Research is continuing. 
 
The cost of the mobile phones for research students to borrow for research activities will be 
taken on by the School. 
 
Business case is being put together for SPSS workshops.  
 

8. Grant Applications submitted and awarded (Paper G) 
 
PA informed the group that fewer grant applications were made in the last financial year 
and that this could have a knock on effect for the RSF since there is typically a year’s delay 
between a grant award and money coming through the books 
 

9.  PhD Degrees awarded (CM) (Paper H) 
 
Paper H was noted 
 

10. RSF Updated (Chair) (Papers Ii, Iii) 
 
The Chair reported that RSF had decided to spend more money of PhD studentships in a 
bid to gain more completions by the census date for REF 2021.  As a result, a lot of RSF 
funds were committed particularly next academic year.  However, the RSF committee has 
noted that it does not wish to push through the appointment of PhD Students unless we are 
sure of their quality to meet the strategic goal. 
As a result, there is little chance of there being a spend-down.  However, there is 
permission from Finance Committee to roll over the remaining RSF fund to the following 
year which will help as operating margins for next year will be tight. 
 

11. Travel Conference Committee Update (Chair) (Paper J) 
 
Paper J was noted 
  

PART 3 ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
12. Research Risk Assessments (AS) 

 
AS read through the report from Nigel Maxwell-Smith. 
 
There is an involvement of the Head of Department and Divisional Leads which relates to 
health & safety matters to ensure they are correctly registered in the school. 
There needs to be training risk assessments in the teams. 
 
Clear guidelines and usable templates have been requested for use. 
 
AS to feedback to Nigel and copy in ND re SREC 
 

13. Stern report on REF 2014 (Chair) (Paper K) 
 
Deferred 
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14. Emerging University Research and Enterprise Strategy (Chair) (Paper L) 
 
The Chair reported he is waiting for an updated version of this paper with more detail. 
There will be a tight turn-around consultation when this document is released. 
 
The committee agreed to convene for an hour when the updated version of the paper 
is released to discuss feedback. 
 

PART 4 CONCLUDING ITEMS 
15. Any Other Business 

 
The committee discussed whether the meeting needs to be changed to two hours or to be 
more frequent to ensure all items are fully covered.  The committee agreed to have 
meetings every two months for two hours if necessary. 
 
JF informed the group that Leanne Aitken will be deputising when she is on sabbatical Feb 
2017. 
 

16. Date of Next Meeting 
 
14th December 2016 

  
 

 


